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LEGAL ACTION AGAINST 
HOLLYWOOD CITIZEN-NEWS

The Chairman of the Board of Di
rectors of Los Angeles Mattachine 
Society, Inc., Dane Mohler, dis
closed to the Board of Directors ini
a special meeting in May that he 
has filed a legal action against the 
Citi2en-News Company ofHollywood 
and the 22 companies it controls. 
The object of the law suit is to en
join the Citizen-News from publish
ing, distributing and/or causing to 
be distributed, advertising throw.- 
aways throughout the Los Angeles 
area. Mr. Mohler, in his report to 
the board disclosed that this com
pany throws into yards, plantings 
and upon lawns over 1,500,000 of 
these throw-aways without the con
sent or subscription of the person 
receiving same. Further, these 
throw-aways contain the editorials 
of editor and publisher Dave Heyler 
which are offensive to Chairman 
Mohler and many others. W. Mohler 
further disclosed to the Board that 
a special hearing was held in the

2 Printed in U. S. A.
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Law and Motion department of the 
California Superior Court at the in
stance of the defendant Citizen- 
News. At this hearing, Mohler won 
a decisive victory and the defend
ant Citizen-News Company was or
dered to answer the conplaint as 
filed by Mr. Mohler and to join is
sue for trial. It appears that this is 
the first time in the history of Cal
ifornia that a suit of this nature—to 
enjoin a public nuisance against 
such a paper-has gone this far.

FREEDOM TO 
REMAIN UNMARRIED

Addressing the Class of 1963 at 
the University of Arizona in Tucson 
was a distinguished historian who 
pondered the future instead of the 
past and who warned of some near
ing developments.

Dr. Lynn Townsend White Jr. of 
the University of California shared 
with the graduating seniors his be
lief that the next two decades are 
going to produce a situation “ in 
which the peril to all of us is going 
to require the sunendet of a signi
ficant segment of national sove
reignty to an international atomic 
energy authority.”

Dealing philosophically with “ The 
Uses of Freedom,” Dr. White also 
somberly discussed such problems 
as the population explosion, birth 
control, and divorce.

Among other things, he said, “ We 
must use our freedom to reexamine
our own unconscious presupposi- 

(Concinued on page 32)
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l i l i  H O M O SE T O A U IT T  I i
Infrodiictioii " " '-'V '■ ' . .r- ^ j
. The task of UMuof I'fK A  16  ̂ at homosexuality is not one wUdh 

is undertaken with Th|it is beeáóSé htWhfsSktial^ oofdm s
up more pamion ajD^jmodice thi^ pOsSdAy ahy other s u w t 
than that of coh>Úr. T ^ tw o  atthwdes have ttdch'ln edfomoni it s 
tBü fear and ighoraope^hbhmd them dtot jive thtm their venonf. 
The Southerner expects hr lose his standards and daughters in a 
coffee-coloured sode^: the respectable suppose that, once homo-, 
sexuality is “aJlowed”, their sons will'think Of nothing ebei This is | 
aQ very curious; and before anything more useful or positive can be . 
said we think it best to clear the ground. |
Gimasd Q earance -r

The word ‘̂ homosexuality” does not denote a course of conduct, Í 
but a state of affidrs,' the state of (ovina your own, not the opposite, 
sex; it is a state of affidrs in nature. One should no more deploi« 
“homosexuality” than (eft<handedness. (One can condemn or pro
hibit acts of course; that is another matter. But one cannot con-: 
demn or prohibit homosexuality, as sudi.) » |
 ̂ Secondly, the label of “homosexuality” is mislesdinf. Peoideare, 
not either homosexual or heterosexual. Most people are predmin-' 
antfy one or the Other; most in fact are piedomlnantly heterosexual ;i 
many are predominant^ homosexual; many áre attracted to both|' 
sexes fairiy e()ua11y and may be poshed one way or the other by 
circumstances, convenience, and social pressure.̂  Before we assumei 
thid homosexuality is bad and heterosexuality is ^)od, we should̂  
recognise that homosexuab are no more necessarily promiscuous 
than heterosexuab are necessarily chaste. They may be similar 
people (or even, it wilt be realised, the same person) and have similar 
moral values. Biit of course, «^ere a heterosexual finds Messing 
in marriage, a homosexual cannot; and many of the pressures 
desiffied to hold lovpn of the opposite sex te th e r  have the effect 
of tearing lovers of the same sex a ^ ;  it b haidty surprising then that 
most homosexual aflUrs (at beat amongM men) are lass durable 
thim most heterosexual alwrs.
Mah llemoeiiiEallty

This seetioa is concerned with that part of the male p o p u la n  
to whom a toppy sexual relationaidp with a woman is not uisribk. 
To these, homosexual^ it natund: perieetitioB will make them 
inhibited, mad. or suicidal, bm H wffi not inaiM hetereemali^ 
more natural for them, or inenase the attraetiveiMsi of those who 
trv and foiM them into h.

A  homosexual orientation, as has been said prmdeusly, jsMtnalW 
usual among boys in the lM 7-yean«ld groiv. and may fragoently 
find phMiral expnsrion in m A  eels as mutual matiuibatlon, more 
espedany in albmale institutlom. Many bo)b have countless rather



casual contacts. At the same time, in dealing with adolescents, one 
should remember that their involvements, whether they have 
physical expression or not, can be far from casual: A boy s first love 
is a love apart, and never again may he hope to  recapture the glory 
and the anguish of it. It is heavy with portent and fearful with ^ u t y , 
terrible as an army with banners; yet withal so tender and selfless a 
thing as to touch the very hem of the garment of God. Only once 
in a life comes such loving as th is . . (Adam's Breed, by Radchne 
Hall, page 134). That first love will often be for another boy. The 
shock and bitterness of a boy who is denounced for havmg such 
feelings may well make it harder for him to reach a satisfactop" 
sexual adjustment later. And the denunciation will not remove the
feelings. , . .

A factor of this adolescent homosexuality is that it may be and 
commonly is extremely promiscuous, even in the most respectable 
boarding schools. These very physical “affairs” usually seem to leave 
little behind them; often a mere sharing of physical experience, they 
may have little connection with any real homosexuality. It is not 
uncommon to observe that a boy who has been the terror of the 
Lower Fourth becomes a respectable married man with a large 
family; whereas a class-mate who may have lived chastely, horrified 
by so-called indecent activities, and conscious not even of the 
faintest interest in joining them, later turns out to be the seemingly 
permanent homosexual. “The lack of psychologicaj contact with 
woman-kind may well be a more important contributing factor than 
the experience of sexual play in dormitories” . (Donald West, 
page 127). While we may say that in general the adolescent phase of 
homosexuality is usual and does no harm, we must not forget that 
it may be associated with activities causing acute suffering to sensir 
live boys. Mutual masturbation can become a gang activity at 
puberty, or even before, with severe cruelty shown on occasions 
towards the reluctant boy who through fear or distaste tries to stond 
out. Something like initiation rites may be established—a ^ in  a 
source of terror to a sensitive boy. We cannot say that practices of 
this kind do no harm, however harmless the homosexuality itself 
may be; and it is clear that a continuing responsibility rests upon 
parents and teachers to be on the alert for all forms of bullying.

Seduction is probably a small or insignificant faetpr in forming 
homosexual inclination and early promiscuity (which is what shocks 
society most—especially with a much older person) probably affects 
the boy concerned less than experiences at say 20 or 30, let alone 60. 
A man of 60 does not commonly have a new sexual relationship 
without a considerable involvement and crisis. A boy of 13 may 
hardly even remember it, especially if there was no emotional involve
ment. Society has inverted the significance of these matters: worse, 
the discovery by a parent of homosexual behaviour in the son is still 
often attended by a major uproar in the home and even attempts, 
involving a great deal of publicity, to prosecute the partner. What 
would have been forgotten then becomes a vivid experience, aggra
vated by the fhet that it is frequently the mother who is most vorried. 
Since in relation to homosexuality people tend either to know every
thing or to know nothing (and it must be assumed that most readers

mMtfaeA/jir.

of this chapter fall in the latter category) it is necessary to stress how 
common homosexual experiences are in the young. Kinsey thought 
that about a third of all males have some homosexual experience at 
some point. This may well be an underestimate. What one can say 
definitely is that (on the physical side) a great many boys at school 
are involved a t some time in sexual play with others; sometimes 
frequently, sometimes not; sometimes with only one boy, sometimes 
with many—or even with several at one time. Males are very phallic- 
centred and particularly in early adolescence the experiment and 
relief offered by homosexual interchanges are pursued without harm 
or emotional upset.

These affairs will most often be with boys of the same age, and 
mainly physical; less often but still commonly there may be an age 
gap of a few years, as between a 17-ycar-old boy and a 14-year-old 
boy; these latter may be far more emotionally charged, and physical 
satisfaction less routine; and because in general more tense and 
deeper, more lasting. A genuine protectiveness and caring may be 
felt by the older boy, a real admiration by the younger; these 
emotions are not readily damped-down or forgotten. The romantic 
homosexual school literature—even the occasional poems which 
seek entry in the columns of the school magazine—relates to this 
latter type of affair.

But both these sorts of homosexuality, that which is mainly 
physical and shared with contemporaries, and that (marked by 
passion more than lust) linking those of different ages, flow naturally 
into heterosexuality and even marriage. The process may not be 
rapid: there are many affairs among young men of university age, 
and a redly intense homosexual involvement may not occur until the 
early twenties; but all this may still be and often is but a natural 
precursor of the heterosexual life that is to come. One reader of 
The Spectator wrote in to^say that at school he had written sonnets to 
a younger boy; later he wrote them to his girl friend; the former was 
good practice for the latter, ^ e n  the mainly physical affairs explore, 
for the boys involved, their personalities and power, and make them 
sexually unaf^raid of later, heterosexual experiments.

Passing on nowio the early twenties, we may find that ajenth to a 
twentieth of the young men of our acquaintance are still mainly 
homosexual in outlook. Some may still be working out the entangle
ments of adolescence: their path through earlier sexual experience 
was perhaps not smooth or uninterrupted. They will have affairs 
with other young men, usually not boys, though there may well be an 
age difference. 7a  “young looking” 19- or 20-year old may be the 
object of a great deal of affection and notice: but it is helpfql to 
remember that a young looking girl of a given age usually attracts 
more at^ntion than a more evidently ageing contemporary.) These 
affairs may stiU be very promiscuous—“one night stands’ —or 
mainly emotional. But they are becoming more self-conscious: in 
the society of today those involved may be thinking of themselves as 
“homosexual” ; and it is this age which knows real despair and may 
assume nothing else is ever to come. This is wrong; there is in society 
a small “hard core” , but this is by no means necessarily the same 
group that had homosexual experiences at school or later. Many or



0iost of the youths still predominantly homosexual in the twenties 
become normally heterosexual. Of those now becoming permanent 
homosexuals, many would not do so did not the pressures of law and 
of public opinion drive them into the only society where they can 
find acceptance, sympathy and apparent security.

On the other hand, many men come to discover strong homosexual 
feelings only late in life. But whatever the situation—and this, again, 
must be stressed-^there are very large numbers of happily nwrried 
men who could still regard themselves as “homosexual and very 
many more who have occasional homosexual impulses and filings. 
In neither situation is the marriage likely to be much prejudiced ■ 
unless there has been a failure of complete candour between husband 
and wife; on this as on so many other subjects, a failure of connubial 
communication may lead to disaster., A wife who knows her husband 
has homosexual tendencies knows’Aíliere she is; and it is quite 
remarkable how a problem of this kind can be carried. A wife who 
is ignorant is helpless to cope; she is likely to become suspicious 
and fearful, and disaster is always just round the corner. A huiband 
in such a marriage is an easy prey to blackmailers; and when 
disaster comes it is not easily dealt with since all involved Msume the 
damage irreparable. The wife feels deceived and humiliated; the 
husband, that the only thing left is to abandon attempts at hetero
sexual interest, and if necessary wife and family as well. Many girls 
know nothing about homosexuality on marriage; and for these it 
may be difficult to make useful and necessary explaiiations.

In later years the picture becomes more set as people become (on 
the whole) more set in their habits. Most males with some degree 
of homosexual inclination have nevertheless achieved a successful 
márriage but a substantial minority now think of themselves as 
definitely homosexual. These attempt long-term homosexual 
“marriages” , some with success; they settle down, for years or for 
ever, with some compatible spirit, and given the right qualities of 
temperament and character achieve quite impressive relationships.

But then of course there are the others: these are thought of by the 
public as “homosexuals” , because these alone are likely to attract 
public andTXJlice attention. These arc the men who for a number of 
reasons, not excluding natural promiscuity, do not settle down with 
one another, but endure a lifetime of fragmented relationships and 
are always on the search for a partner. These may form the “queer” 
society; these will frequent “gay” bars, street comers, beaches and 
public lavatories. They tend to have an especially strong sense of 
persecution and, with it, they avoid being too responsible. By and 
large, they are not happy; although some, by demanding little of the 
emotions, are not dissatisfied.

This last group may well include the men who are effeminate. But 
it cannot be too strongly urged that not all effeminate m en are 
homosexual, and few homosexual men can be really described as 
effeminate. But there are some who quite obviously can; and they 
come particularly to the notice of the public when they .arc in this 
last promiscuous category. That is why the conventiodal image of 
the homosexual is that of an effeminate, promiscuous man, especially 
likely to be interested in boys. Men of that kind are likely, one day,

to get publicity; the rest are unnoticed and pass—to acquaintances, 
friends and even relations—as heterosexual. Small wonder that most 
people arc suiprised at the extent of homosexuality; they do not 
know which ot the people known to them are homosexual.

This necessarily dispassionate account may still fail to convey any 
particular problem. The reader is told that this happens and that 
happens; there seems nothing for him to about it. But no account 
of homosexuality would be complete without reminding the normal 

^reader that his sexual emotion is welcomed by society and encouraged 
by commerce and features in films. What would it be like if every 
time he fell in love—especially at school, say—he found he could not 
share or announce his love, and that if his affection were detected 
he would probably be written off as depraved by his fellows and 
expelled by his superiors? He learns guilt, secrecy and shame, which 
may follow him aU the days of his life. And the odd thing is that the 
greater his love, the grieater the fear and shame. A boy may mastur
bate while at scho.ol with other boys for whom he feels nothing: 
his similarly uninhibited and perhaps contemporaneous heterosexual 
career will hpwever distract attention from this (it^will be said with 
truth, “Oh, that didn’t mean anything to him”) and an inglorious 
unfeeling career of conventional seductions will attract nothing but 
mild admiration. But another will fall passionately in love, and stay 
in love for years, with another boy; his lack of girl friends will be 
noticed, and his affection deplored, or more ükely, disbelieved. 
He will probably (when his interests are noticed) find that many of 
his cornices (and if at school all the common room) credit him with 
nothing but a desire to dommit sodomy on the beloved. This may 
well not even have entered his mind and his mortification and disgust 
at this may well know no bounds.

Later in life it may be much the same; the promiscuous but dis
creet cannot expect acceptance, but if skilful they may avoid perse
cution. The chaste lover can expect no gratitude from society, which 
will only suppose, since he is chaste, that he is not homosexual, i 
And, of course, two lovers, if both are male, can hardly expect to be ' 
urged together by the welcome pressure from society that a hetero
sexual engagement attracts. If they manage to set up house and stay 
together, they will not be favoured by praise in the local press on the 
silver anniversary of their union. This will seem absurd to most ; but 
it is surprising how much the unrelenting and eternal hatred of 
society may eat into the soul; and man is a social animal.
■ What is the present position concerning male homosexuality in 
Britain ? Is it for exampfe on the increase ? “It is widely twlieved thati 
the prevalence of homosexuality in this country has neatly increased 
durmg the past fifty years and that homesexual behaviour is much 
more frequent than vised to be the case. It is certainW true that the 
whole subject of homosexuality is much more freely d i s c u ^  today 
than it was formerly; but this is not in itself e v id e ^  that homo- 
sexuftlity it todfty more prevElenti or homoscxuEl bchEviour more 
widespread, than it was when mentiqn of it was less common. , 
( Report, page 19.) But although it U d^ussed mor^ freely
it is seldom that a p u b ^  figure feels he can afford to disclose that he 
is in fact homosexually inclined. Consequently people do not realise



that they know intimately men who are predommantly homosexual, 
and who go to some trouble to conceal it. . , , -j

“Oh, a deal of pains he’s taken and a pretty price he s paid
To hide his poll or dye it of a mentionable shade;
But they’ve pulled the beggar’s hat off for the world to see and

stdrc
And they’re haling him to justice for the colour of his hair.” * 

It is commonly thought that homosexuals are found only, or 
mostly, in certain occupations. They in fact exist in every rank and 
activity of society. Homosexuals are by no means unknown even 
in those places where, above all, society makes efforts to keep its 
figures impeccable and personally unassailable. “ It would never do 
for the British public to hear the ‘Weather Report’ from the lips of a 
co-respondent.” (A. P. Herbert, Holy Deadlock). Sunilarly, it is 
thought even less tolerable that nations should be ad_minist«ed by 
those, however able, who love their own sex; a series of broken 
marriages is considered infinitely preferable by the arbiters of public
morals. , . , .

Because of all this, homosexuals are at a loss to know how to meet 
each other; and consequently pubs and bars, even street corners or 
particular beaches, become homosexual meeting places until the 
police decide to have a purge. When people hear that a particular 
lavatory is a meeting place for homosexuals, they shudder, and 
wonder at the lack of taste. But who has driven them there? If 
homosexuals could meet more openly and with less persecution, they 
would no doubt choose more aesthetic surroundings. One of the 
ironies of the last Wolfenden debate in the House of Commons, 
29di June 1960, was Mr. Shepherd, M.P. for Cheadle, deploring 
homosexual contacts in public conveniencest while the member for 
Billericay, Mr. Gardner, asked whether we were to 1^ confronted 
with the spectacle of two males living together as lovers-i But 
surely from the point of view o f public decency, the latter arrange
ment is preferable; and is indeed the alternative that those who urge 
reform of the law would candidly prefer to see.

Many people fear that a more permissive attitude to homo
sexuality would “open the floodgates” and result in unbridled 
licence. “It is true that a change of this sort wouU amount to a 
limited degree of such toleration, but we do not sharé the fears ofo^*" 
witnesses that the change would have the efiect they expect. This 
expectation seems to us to exaggerate the effect of the law on human 
behaviour . . . ” {Wolfenden Report, page 23.)

The Wolfenden Committee also rejected another common belief. 
Some people, they find, hold that “conduct of this kind is a cause of 
the demoralisation and decay of civilisations, and that therefore, 
unless we wish to see our nation degenerate and decay, such conduct,, 
must be stopped, by every possible means. We have found no evi
dence to support thus view-, and we cannot feel it right to frame the 
laws which should govern this country in the present age by reference

• A. E. Housman: 0  who is that young Sinner?
t  Hansardf Voluinc 625, Column 14S4.
± Hansardt Volume 625, Column 1504. .

to hypothetical explanations of the history of other peoples in ages 
distant in time and different in circumstances from our own. In so 
far as the basis of this argument can be precisely formulated, it is 
often no more than the expression of revulsion against what is 
regarded as unnatural, sinful or disgusting. Many people feel this 
revulsion, for one or more of these reasons. But moral convictipn 
or instmetive feeling, however strong, is not a valid basis for over
riding the individual’s privacy and for bringing within the ambit bf 
the criminal law private sexual behaviour of this kind . . . ” {ibid., 
page 22). We should go further^ and question whether a feeling of 
revulsion, however strongly felt, is an adequate ground for mofal 
censure. And the situation is well painted by A. E. Housman in the 
poem from which we have quoted already:

“Tis a shame to human nature, such a head of hair as his;
In the good old time ’tivas hanging for the colour that it is; 
Though hanging isn’t bad enough and flaying would be fair 
For the nameless and abominable colour of his hair.”

It has been left to professional writers to reveal as much as they 
dare, and urge as far as they can, in literature. Among the beist 
fictional accounts of these matters is The Heart in Exile by Rodney 
Garland, which docs a Baedeker’s tour of homosexual society. The 
City and the Pillar by Gore Vidal, Finisterre by Fritz Peters, Tne 
Charioteer by Mary Renault, and 7%e Tortoiseshell Cat by Elizabeth 
Thirkell. In non-fiction, Donald West’s Homosexuality must be ohe 
of the best and most thorough books on this topic ever writteji; 
others arc Gordon Westwood’s The Homosexual and Society, Pc|fer 
Wildeblood’s Againt the Law, Anomaly, The Invert (an impressive 
1929 Catholic viewpoint), and Homosexuality and the Western 
Christian Tradition by Sherwin Bailey.

Male Homosexuality and the Law 
There has never been, anywhere, so far as is known, a law agair 

hpmoscxuality as such in any secular legal code. A man’s feeling, 
emotions or orientations have never been the subject of this kind of 
attack. It is only with what he does that the law is concerned. Hence 
it is misleading to say “homosexuality is illegal”. It is not, and oric 
might say it cannot be. It has been said, “One cannot try the mind of 
man, for the devil himself knoweth not the mind of man.”

Canon arid Ecclesiastical Law. Tlje Church has always frowned on 
homosexual practices..The ancient Jews distrusted them—apparentlp^ 
because they cannot lead to the procreation of children. The Mosaic 
law, embodied in the Old Testament and inherited by the Christian 
Church, was clear (see Leviticus 18, v. 22; and 20, v. 13). St. Padl 
seems to have regardcxl homosexual behaviour itself with abhorrence, 
apparently because he was afraid women would be sexually neglected: 
and because such acts were “unnatural".* Romans 1, v. 27, “And 
likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the women, burned 
in their lust one toward another,” suggests that St. Paul shared what 
has been called “the prairie fire” view of homosexual conduct—that 
it is naturally more attractive than heterosexual satisfaction, and if it 
were allowed legally and morally everyone would turn to it. This ijs 

9 »See Appendix B,̂ p. 53. '
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Dlainly contrary to experience, although there may have ^ e n  so^e 
historical reasons for this fear in St. Paul s day. It is to him, prin
cipally, that those wishing to attack homosexuals turn, for there ^ n  
be no doubt as to his recorded views. (See I Cor., 6, v. 9.) ills  
opinions may have been personal ones, however, or part of the 
accepted Jewish thought of his day. Equally strong prohibitions, 
for example, that women should not pray with their hats off (1 Cor 
11 V 5), nor speak in church (I Cor. 14, v. 34) tend to be disregarded 
by’ most modern Christians, so that St. Paul’s views are not, in
themselves, final. , „  , r  i,

Gibbon gives some account of these matters {pecline ana rail, 
V. 44), “ I touch with reluctance, and despatch with impatience, a 
more odious .vice, of which modesty rejects the name and nature 
abominates the idea” ; and, after discussing the laxities which 
abounded before Constantine, he goes on: “A new spirit of legis
lation respectable even in its error, arose in the Empire with the 
religion of Constantine. The laws of Moses were revered as the 
divine original of justice. . .  The lovers of their own sex were 
pursued by general and pious indignation/ Justinian, after relaxutg 
legislation concerning heterosexual matters. Gibbon goes on, 
“declared himself the implacable enemy of unmanly lust, and the 
cruelty of his persecutions can scarcely be excused by the purity of
his motives.” *

Justinian viewed homosexu^ty with abhorrence, believing tn^t 
homosexual practices caused tlie earthquakes which were especially 
troublesome in his reign. Painful death, preceded by mutilation and 
castration, was the punishment for homosexual intercourse and two 
bishops, among many others, suffered this fate, and their dying 
bodies were dragged through the streets. “Perhaps thwe prelates 
were innocent,” Gibbon adds dispassionately. _

The Christian Church later also incorporated the ancient Jewish 
sex codes into ecclesiastical laws which governed medieval Europe, 
and this provided the basis for the Common Law. In medieval 
times, when clerical preoccupation with the sins* of the flesh was at 
its height, and sexual pleasure was almost damnable in the strict 
meaning of that word, many men and also a few women were sent 
to their deaths for homosexual offences. The Church in general stul 
regards homosexual practices as unnatural and gravely sinful: 
c.g. “Let it be understood that homosexual indulgence is a shameful 
vice and a grievous sin from which deliverance is to be sought by 
every means.” (Archbishop of Canterbury, Diocesan Notes,
November 1953.) .

Sodomy. Sodomy in England signifies sexual intercourse betwwn 
two individuals involving penetration per anum by the penis. N o ^ g  
short o f th a t is sodomy. (American StateUgislatures sometimes 
give the word a wider meaning.) The two individuals concerned need 
not both be male although obviously one must be. Sodomy is 
punishable under the statutes concerning buggery: buggery denotes 
both sodomy and anal intercourse between an individual a:.d an 
animal, commonly called bestiality. We arc here concerned only 
with sodomy.

Sodomy has ibeen punishable since a statute of Henry VIII passed

in 1553 (25 Henry VIII c. 6) by which'jt was punishable by death 
It remained so punishable until Peel’s reforms. The Offences àgainsi 
the Person Act 1861 provided, by Section 61; “Sodomy ant 
Bestiality. Whosoever shall be convicted of the abominable crimi 
of buggery, committed either with mankind or with an animal, shi 
be liable to be kept in penal servitude for life . . . ” and Section 6L 
punished attempt, or assault with intent to commit buggery, with ten 
years imprisonment. These clauses were repealed by the Sexual 
Offences Act 1956 (Section 51,4th Schedule) and replaced by Section! 
12 of that Act. “Buggery . . .  (1) It is a felony for a person to commit 
buggery with another person or with an animal.” The Second, 
Schedule provides punishments of life imprisonment, again, for the 
offence, and ten years imprisonment, again, for the attempt. It 
should 1« emphasised that no matter what the age of the parties, 
consent is no defence. Also that a boy under 14 cannot be charged 
with sodomy, and a passive adult partner might under this provision 
be imprisoned for life for an offence suggested by the boy.

It is not widely understood, even among some lawyers, that 
sodomy, although widely thought not only to be a homosexual, but 
the on/y homosexual act, may be either heterosexual or homosexual; 
that is, it may be committed between persons of opposite sexes. J t  
may well be in fact more common among married people than 
between homosexual partners: and there is no evidence that homo-1 
sexuals are drawn to sodomy more than others. Needless to say 
there are very few prosecutions against married couples fbr so 
undetectable an offence, which usually only comes to light in 
divorce proceedings, but they do occur. (See Kinsey, Pomeroy and 
Martin, Sexual Behaviour in the Human Female, page 370).

Homosexuals as such, therefore, are little more concerned with 
reform (which may well be needed) of the sodomy laws than others 
are; the chief legislation which affects them is that against “gross 
indecency between male persons” . Ignorance about the nature and 
effect of this latter legislation is so widespread that, for instance, in 
the House of Commons debate on 29th June 1960, the Conservative 
Member for Cheadle, in attacking the changes in the law proposed 
by the Wolfenden Committee, said in passing that he would be 
happy to see the total repeal of the “Gross Indecency” section— 
which meant going further than was suggestèd by tlie Wolfenden 
Committee.

Oross Indecency. “Gross Indecency” means, in this part of Englislj 
Law, any sexual acts between male persons (including between 
boys) other than sodomy. Any sexual conduct involving the genital^ 
is consequently prohibited, and consent is no defence. The law 
against “gross indecency” is relatively new, and arose in an unusual 
way in 1885 when the Parliament appears to have created an entirely 
new offence unwittingly. It is thought desirable to give some account 
of the process of enactment as recorded in Hansard, to demonstrate 
this.

On 6th August 1885, the Criminal Law Amendment Bill was going 
through the Commons on its third reading, when Mr. Labouchère 
rose to move a fresh clause of which he had given notice on the Order 
Paper. Before he could say anything Mr. Walton rose on a point of



order. He asked whether the clause about to be moved, which dealt 
with a class of offence totally different from that against which the 
bill was directed (protection of women and girk, and suppression of 
brothek) was within the scope of the bill. The Speaker ruled that 
anything could be introduced at this stage by leave oO he House. 
Mr. Labouchire then proposed his clause:

“Any male person who, in public or private, commits or is a party ' 
to the commission of, or procures or attempts to procure the com
mission by any male person of any act oT gross indecency with 
another male person shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and being 
convicted thereof, shall be liable at the discretion of the Court 
to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding one year, with or without 
hard labour.” Hansard continues, “That was his Amendment, and 
the meaning of it was that at present any person on whom an assault 
of thk kind here dealt with wai committed must be under the age of 
13, and the object with which he had brought forward thk clause ’ 
was to make the law applicable to any person, whether under the 
age of 13 or over that age. He did northink it necessary to discuss 
the proposal at any length, as he understood Her Majesty’s Govern
ment were willing to accept it. He therefore left it for the Hoiue and 
the Government to deal with as might be thought best.” (Italics not 
in Hansard). Mr. Hopwood pointed out that under the existing 
law “the kind of offence indicated could not be an offence in the '' 
case of any person above the age of 13,” but ‘Tie did not wkh to say 
anything against the clause.” Sir Henry James suggested two 
instead of one year’s imprisonment. Mr. Labouchire had no objec- 
lion. “Clause, as amended, agreed to.” This clause was repealed and 
re-enacted in Clause 13 of the Sexual Offences Act 1956 which 
provides as follows: Clause 13: “ Indecency between men—It is an 
offence for a man to commit an act of gross indecency with another 
man,' whether in public or private, or to be a party to the com
mission by a man of an act of gross indecency with another man, or 
to procure the commission by a man of an act of gross indecency 
with another man.”

Firstly it should be observed that consent and privacy are im
material. Secondly, the Victorian legislature was so sure that 
indecency meant sexual behaviour that it was induced to prohibit 
“gross indecency” as such, without troubling to define it. So 
reluctant also have lawyers been to disturb this attitude that there 
is no recorded case of a defendant admitting acts as charged but 
denying their indecency. (It is hoped that it will not be thought 
frivolous if it k  observed that Lord Cyrzon thought eating soup 
before lunch grossly indecent; it would have startled him if two men 
doing it together violated this' Act.) It k  not the least remarkable 
factor of this legislation that it k  supremely vague. Thk has led to 
difficulties in its application: actual contact between the parties 
involved,-for example, has been held unnecessary. Accordingly, 
under the law as it now stands, gross indecency is used to signify 
any sexual behaviour, including mutual exposure of the genitak, but t 
more usually such acts as mutual masturbation. It was under the, 
1885 clause that Oscar Wilde was tried in 1894, and under which' 
most of the celebrated homosexual convictions in the early 1950s

were obtained. It will be noticed that when Mr. Labouchcrc 
explained hk clause, he seemed to be thinking in terms of assaults. 
The Rt. Hon. Sir Travers Humphreys, P.C., said in hk preface to 
The Trials o f Oscar Wilde by H. Montgomery Hyde: “It is doubtfu) 
whether the House fuHy appreciated that the words ‘in public oil 
private’ in the new clause had completely altered the law . . .  ,The¡ 
reluctance of juries to convict in such cases is notorious, while no-one 
having experience in such matters would deny that the words ‘in 
private’ have naturally assisted the blackmailer in hk loathsome 
trade.”

Most men prosecuted under thk clause are convicted on their own 
confession, or that of an accomplice turning Queen’s evidence, and it 
has been suggested that no less than 90 per cent of cases of successful 
blackmail involve a threat to disclose such an offence.* There are 
even cases where a man has come forward to disclose blackmail'by 
criminak, yet prosecution has followed against him for gross 
indecency. Thus a man cannot confidently expose a blackmailer 
without the possibility of incurring prosecution, perhaps for an 
entirely private act with the blackmailer himself.

Recent Developments. In the House of Commons debate on the 
Wolfenden Report, 29th June 1960, Mr. Anthony Greenwood drew 
attention to the fact that the Home Secretary holds meetings of Chief 
Constables in the course of hk duties and that prosecutions arc 
generally their responsibility. He hoped that it might be put to them 
that prosecutions in future would be confined to cases where public 
decency or the morals of minors were violated. Mr. Butler gave no 
such undertaking, but did not dissent from the suggestion.

It seems that the Government’s present attitude to reform has 
been that the time is not yet ripe for legislation, the chief reasons 
being that:

1. (As k  the case) the majority of M.P.s are not in favour of 
early legklation, and

2. The present Act is on the statute book (even if it would not 
now be passed in its present form) and to remove it might 
seem to give moral approval to the acts prohibited.

A private Member’s bill to reform the law was introduced in 
March 1962 by Mr. Leo Abse, M.P. for Pontypool. It was talked 
out, but public comment was far more sympathetic than that which 
followed the 1960 debate.

Most E n^b-speaking  countries have followed England in having 
legklation similar to thk “gross indecency” section. Continental | 
and other countries have never had similar legklation. Austria has 
recently provided by statute for an age of consent of 18 years. The 
Wolfenden Committee, appointed by the Home Secretary, reported 
in 1957 as its principal recommendation on homosexuality . that acts 
between consenting adults in private should no longer be a criminal 
offence. It also recommendra inter alia that questions relating to 
“consent” and “in private” be decided by the same criteria as apply I 
in the case of heterosexual acts between adults; that except for some {I

\* (Me^ciae ondú» Liv/: Journal of Mental Science, 1954 100, 35: Rt. Hon. | 
The Lord Jowitt.)



grave reason proceedings be not instituted in respect of homosexual 
offences incidentally revealed in the course of investigating allegations 
of blackmail; that the age of “adulthood” for the purposes of the 
proposed change is 21; and, finally, that “ research be instituted into 
the aetiology of homosexuality and the effects of various forms of 
treatment” . (Paragraph 355, Report o f the Committee on Homosexual 
Offences and Prostitution, Crriind. 242, 1957.)

The offence of gross indecency finds no place in the comtnon 
classification of crimes in text books, namely (1) offences against 
the State, (2) offences against property, and (3) offences against 
persons. It is perhaps the office of a lo^cal system of criminal 
jurisprudence to exclude it, and leave private conduct to private 
morals and to pastoral and medical advice. All these are hindered 
by the present law, which also embarrasses frank consideration of 
moral standards, the examination of public welfare and much- 
needed research. Masturbation is not a crime, nor, in England, are 
fornication, adultery or sexual acts between women. Gross indecency 
with children of either sex under the afee of 14 is prohibited by the 
Indecency with Children Act, 1960. Were the adult “gross indecency” 
legislation to be repealed, it would still remain an offence indecently 
to assault a male person, with a minimum age of consent of 16 
(Sexual Offences Act, 1956, S.15). Many believe that a return to this 
state of affairs would deal satisfactorily^  ̂with the difficulties raised by 
the present law.

Female Homosexuality
Homosexuality is probably as common in women as it is in men. 

Although with girls today heterosexual social relationships start 
early, the early adolescent phase may still be a time of passionate 
friendships and of an adoration of an older girl or woman. Qose 
physical contact is common: girls will dance together, share a bed, 
or walk arm in arm, often without any strong emotional feelings. 
During this phase girls give tenderness to those outside their family 
and learn to receive tenderness from others; they experience loyalty 
and the pain of separation. As with men, many women continue to 
attach themselves to others of their own sex beyond the phase of 
adolescence, but owing to female nature and to society’s different 
attitude, hompsexuaUty in women takes forms differing from those 
in men. Female homosexuality is free from the legal, and to a large 
extent from the social sanctions which are so important in the prob
lems of male homosexuals. Analysis of the two forms, their differ
ences and similarities, may therefore suggest what might happen if 
these sanctions were to be modified.

Any personal relationship between two people carries a sexual 
element, the nature of which will depend upon the balance of the 
male and female in each of the two personalities. A friendship 
between two individuals, one predominantly male and the other 
predominantly female, as with the normal man and womw, is 
different from one between two men in whom maleness predominates 
or between two women in whom femaleness predominates In the 
first case the relationship is enriched by the stimulus of two vep' 
different mental patterns, in the second and third the richness lies in

the freedom of a common tackground of thought process. A man 
however, will sometimes enjoy in a woman a vigour of mihd which 

, he regards as masculine and the woman will equally welcome in a 
man an intuitjve sympathy and tenderness which she regards as 
feminine. Similarly, at moments in a friendship between men, one 
may show feminine” tenderness and care for the other and between 
women one may show “masculine dominance”. (The latter is not 
always easily distinguished from maternal dominance.) These simple 
facte, though rarely formulated, are widely acceptwl and none would 
criticise a marriage, or a friendship between two persons of the same 
sex, in which they appear.

Society’s criticism begins when the female element in a man or the 
male element, in a woman is permanently and overtly dominant, 
a criticism which is almost as much directed against a married couple 
where the woman “wears the trousers”, as in a relationship between 
two members of the same sex which has a homosexual element. 
Social structure has a further influence in this type of situation, 
however, since there is a strong feeling of condemnation of two 
persons of the same sex so linked that neither is likely to marry, 
a condemnation based on a conviction which is probably socially 
valuable that marriage and the procreation of children is a major 
responsibility of members of society.

Siich criticism is far less violent against homosexual relations 
between women than those between men, and the reasons for this 
tolerance merit examination:

1. Maternal tenderness in a woman, expressing itself in kisses and , 
em brace, is socially acceptable and it is probably for this reason that 
society is neither offended nor disturbed by seeing two women of any 
age or of very different ages kissing and embracing in public, nor by 
seeing two little girls or young women going about hand in hand, arm 
in arm, or with their arms round each others’ waists.

2. The giving of maternal tenderness is so profound a need in a 
woman that much of the satisfaction from such caresses between 
women will ^  of this kind. Society values this need in a woman and 
calls upon it freely, and there is considerable tolerance of its 
expression.

3. A very large number of women involved in homosexual relation
ships would frankly admit that they would prefer or are looking for
ward to a heterosexual one. The adolescent girl whether adoring an 
older woman or more closely involved with an intimate would usually 

' reject indignantly the idea that this precludes or replaces the male 
lover or husband and family to which she looks forward. The pair of 
middle-aged women which society on the whole views with such 
tolerance often have heterosexual experiences behind them or have 
been deprived of marriage, as by death or by an unhappy love affair, 
and thankfully find comfort, consolation and happiness in each other 
without in any way minimising the value of the experiences they have 
had or missed. Even pairs of younger women of marriageable age— 
the types of female homosexuality on which society looks more 
askance—are often at least apparently seeking male society with a 
view to finding husbands. This acceptance of heterosexuality as good



and desirable makes for tolerance offemale homosexual pairs by society.
4. Tolerance of the pair of older women, in this country at least, 

probably developed when it was socially unacceptable for a single 
woman to live alone and it was therefore taken for granted that two 
single women should set up house together. This tolerance was 
probably reinforced in this century by the long period following 
World War I when there was a large surplus of women.

5. I t should be emphasised that two women have often lived 
together in a companionship which replaces many «pects of the 
companionship of married life and yet in which few if any caresses 
are exchanged—probably true of some male partnerships as well. It 
is recognized that such partnerships between older women, with or 
without physical expression, can form ajuseful unit in society, each 
partner pursuing her avocations the better for the strength of the 
companionship and tenderness she finds at home, and the pair 
together able to offer a generous and welcome hospitality.

This is the positive side.. Before considering the effect which a 
comparably more tolerant attitude in society would have on male 
homosexual relationships, i t j s  necessary to examine the negative, 
and to see whether what is harmful and regrettable in female homo
sexuality has the same form or is similar in origin to what is harmful 
in homosexuality among men.

The first and most conspicuous feature is that fernale homosexual
ity is often associated with deep unhappiness. In the young girl 
unhappiness is probably at the minimum when the object of adora
tion is remote, but may even then become deeply disturbing if the 
emotion is so dominant that it throws life entirely out of proportion. 
An adolescent girl is probably more likely to be subject to this kind 
of disturbance than is a boy, since her emotions have often developed 
faster than her intellect, and she has no other dominant interest to dis
tract her such as sport, engine-spotting or the constant care of a bicycle.

When in early adult life the relationship is more intimate, many of 
the features already noted as harmfully characteristic of male 
homosexual may again be present: we find again the restless 
jealousy, possessiveness, and the torments of changing partnerships. 
These are often assbeiated with an overt or unacknowledged sense of 
guilt or of resentment at being involved in what can never give true 
satisfaction. This fact is probably far more important than would 
ever be acknowledged by the partners and, while some homosexuals 
are accurate when they say they do not want heterosexual relation
ships, many more, in their determined proclamations of this, are in 
fact doing violence to fuller impulses, which they are unable to 
perceive. The sense of guilt may at times be stronger in a young girl 
than in a man because she caimot, if she is at all feminine, escape the 
feeling of frustration at thus avoiding motherhood.

The same tensions and frustratioi^s,pccur in unhappy partnerships 
of later life. The emotional strains, Ac deep bitterness arising from a 
continued search to find in another woman the satisfaction that only 
a man could give, produce the twisted embittered woman, oniy too 
familiar to psychiatrists. The women involved may become cut off 
from society by their own self-absorption, for in such a pm nership 
self-absorption is dominant. They are a menace to their friends and
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colleagues and spread unhappiness wherever they go. Society is 
rightly critical and wrongly unsympathetic—yet sympathy is hard to 
give for it is demanded on false grounds and the truth on which it 
could be founded often fiercely rejected.

This is the picture, then, of the positive and negative in female 
homosexuality. What can be deduced from it as to the possible 
course of male homosexuality if legal restrictions were removed and 
moral ostracism diminished? The most conspicuous feature that 
appears to be missing altogether from female homosexuality, even 
with the freedom which society allows it, is the brief contact ofj a 
purely or almost purely physical nature which is so characteristic pf 
a certain section of male homosexual society. This is probaWy 
inherent in the different nature of the physical sexual responses of a 
man and a woman. It seems easier for most men than for most 
women to have physical relations without emotional involvemeit 
with the partner. The experience is thus phallus-centred and prs- 
duces excitement without deep commitment. In heterosexual life a 
man may have fleeting affairs with other women without of necessity 
betraying his emotional fidelity towards his wife; in homosexi^l 
relationships he may forever be changing the partner. Women, on 
the other hand, are more often committed with the whole of their 
being; they are less likely to be genital-centred in their physical 
experience, but can achieve sexual satisfaction from various parts bf 
the body. They are more personally involved, and more dependent 
on the partnership apart from physical contact. Women, therefore, 
will often try to work towards a lasting partnership, Whether ¡in 
marriage, in extra-marital love or in homosexual friendship.

It is important for society to recognize that young men nepd 
tenderness and affection just as much as do young girls and tlmt an 
expression of these is no more to be wondered at or deplored in the 
one than in the other. Were this recognized, above all by the young 
men themselves, then many could pass through a homosexual phase 
of affection without a sense of guilt, and without believing that their 
need for this affection was evidence that they could not have normal 
feterosexual relationships. An easier attitude towards relationships 
of affection between young men, however expressed, far from spread
ing permanent homosexuality, would help to make it more transient.

Unless the balance in numbers between the sexes becomes 
seriously upset, giving a preponderance of males, it is unlikely that 
pairs of older men will ever be as familiar a sight in society as pairs of 
older women will continue to be for several decades ; but is there any 
reason to doubt that a pefmànent and loyal companionship, with the 
strength and security of mutual trust and affection, could be as 
tolerablfil and even valuable to society as the corresponding partner- | 
ship between two women? i

Constructive Thinking
There now comes the difficult matter of a Christian attitude to 

homosexual problems. On 16th September 1962, in his sermon in I 
Canterbury Cathedral, the Bishop of Woolwich appealed for reform 
of “oUr utterly mediaeval treatment of homosexuals” and went on to 
say “as wjth capital punishment, one more determined push will see



reform of something that is a peculiarly odious piece of English 
hypocrisy.”

It will be clear from all that has gone befpre that we do not regard 
the standards of judgment relevant here as being different from 
those that apply to other sexual problems. Surely it is the nature and 
quality of a relationship that matters: one must not judge it by its 
outward appearance but by its inner worth. Homosexual a^ection 
can be as selfless as heterosexual affection, and therefore we cannot 
see that it is in some way morally worse.

Homosexual affection may of course be an emotion which some 
find aesthetically disgusting, but one cannot base Christian morality 
on a capacity for such disgust. Neither are we happy with the thought 
that all homosexual behaviour is sinful: motive and circumstances 
degrade or ennoble any act, and we feel that to list sexual “sins” is to 
follow the letter rather than the spirit, to kill rather than to give life.

Further we see no reason why the physical nature of a sexual act 
should be the criterion by which the question whether or not it is 
moral should be decided. An act which ^for example) expresses true 
affection between two individuals and^ivcs pleasure to them both, 
does not seem to us to be sinful by reason alone of the fact that it is 
homosexual. The same criteria seem to us to apply whether a 
relationship is heterosexual or homosexual.

It is now necessary to emphasjze_that we are n o f^ y in g  that all 
homosexual acts or relationships afe to be encouraged. It is difficult 
to suggest shortly circumstances which may give them a quality of 
sin. But obviously first of all any element of force or coercion, or 
abuse of some superior position, must take an act out of the pale we 
have suggested above—and leave it to be condemned. Members of 
this group have been depressed quite as much by the utter abandon 
of many homosexuals, especially those who live in homosexual 
circles as such, as by the absurdity of the condemnation ra in ^  down 
upon the well-behaved. Ojxe must disapprove the promiscuity and 
selfishness, the utter lack of any real affection, which is the stamp of 
so many adult relationships, heterosexual as well as homosexual, 

‘^ e  see nothing in them often but thinly disguised lust, unredeemed 
by that real concern which has always been the essential Christian 
requirement in a huntan relationsmp.

But it is also obvious that the r ^ l y  promiscuous and degraded 
homosexual has not been helped by the total rejection he has had to 
face. Society has not said “ if you do that, that is all right, but as to 
the other, we cannot approve of that” . It has said “whatever you do 
must be wrong: indeed you are wrong” . We must consider whether 
it is not the relationship that matters, rather than the acts that it may 

>jnvolve. Then homosexuals will be helped to face the moral implica
tions of thin selfish relationships, and society will accept homosexuals 
as human beings.

“ 1 seek only to apply to my own life the rules which govern the 
lives of all good men: freedom to choose a partner and, when that 
partner is found, to live with him discreetly and faithfully.”  (Peter 
Wildeblood, Against the Law, page 175.) Is the homosexual ‘o have 
that freedom , o r  must he, in Housman’s words, “curse the God that 
made him for the colour of his hair” ?
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reform of something that is a peculiarly odious piece of English 
hypocrisy.”

It will be clear from all that has gone before that we do not regard 
the standards of judgment relevant here as being different from 
those that apply to other sexual problems. Surely it is the nature and 
quality of a relationship that matters: one must not judge it by its 
outward appearance but by its inner worth. Homosexual affection 
can be as «Ifless as heterosexual affection, and therefore we cannot 
see that it is in some way morally worse.

Homosexual affwtion may of course be an emotion which some 
find aesthetically disgusting, but one cannot base Christian morality 
on a capacity for such disgust. Neither are we happy with the thought 
that all homosexual behaviour is sinful: motive and circumstances 
degrade or ennoble any act, and we feel that to list sexual “sins” is to 
follow the letter rather than the spirit, to kill rather than to give life.

Further we see no reason why the physical nature of a sexual act 
should be the criterion by which the question whether or not it is 
moral should be decided. An act which (for example) expresses true 
affection between two individuals and gives pleasure to them both, 
does not seem to us to be sinful by reason ahne of the fact that it is 
homosexual. The same criteria seem to us to apply whether a 
relationship is heterosexual or homosexual.

It is now necessary to emphasize that we are not saying that all 
homosexual acts or relationships are to be encouraged. It is difficult 
to suggest shortly circumstances which may give them a quality of 
sin. But obviously first of all any_element of force or coercion, or 
abuse of some superior position, must take an act out of the pale we 
have suggested above—and leave it to be condemned. Members of 
this group have been depressed quite as much by the utter abandon 
of many homosexuals, especially those who live in homosexual 
circles as such, as by the absurdity of the condemnation rained down 
upon the well-behaved. Ope must disapprove the promiscuity and 
selfishness, the utter lack of any real affection, which is the stamp of 
so many ad d t relationships, heterosexual aS well as homosexual. 
We see nothing in them often but thinly disguised lust, unredeemed 
by that real concern which has always been the essential Christian 
requirement in a human relationship.

But it is also obvious that the really promiscuous and degraded 
homosexual has not been helped by the total rejection he has had to 
face. Society has not said “ if you do that, that is all right, but as to 
the other, we cannot approve of that” . It has said “whatever you do 
must be wrong; indeed you are wrong”. We must consider whether 
It is not the relationship that matters, rather than^thc acts that it may 
involve. Then homosexuals will be helped to face the moral implica
tions of thin selfish relationships, and society will accept homosexuals 
as human beings. |

“ 1 seek only to apply to my own life the rules which govern the 
lives of all good men: freedom to choose a partner and, when that 
partner is found, to'live with him discreetly and faithfully." fPeter 
Wildeblood, Against the Law, page 175.) Is the homosexual ‘o' have 
that freedom, or must he, in Housman’s words, “curse the God that 
made him for the colour of his hair” ? ^ i
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How is venereal disease spread?
Venereal diseases are caught each year by millions of people in the 

United States. By definition, venereal diseases are spread through in
timate sexual relations with an infected person. Because syphilis and 
gonorrhea áte caused by germs that do not survive away from the body, 
they d«ii^ just “ happen”  to a person, and are not spread by water, air 
or food, nor by toilet seats, drinking glasses, eating utensils, ordbor 
knobs. Heavy lifting and straining do not cause venereal diseases. Since 
there is no immunity to venereal diseases, the infected person can be 
cured and quickly catch the same disease again if exposed to s o ro e ^  
who has it, Including the same sex-psrtner who may not have btw
treated. ,

SyphlUs can be spread in another way-by direct blood tranafiia^n,
or more commonly from the blood of an untreated pregnant mother to her 
unborn child. This is why we have premarital and prenatol laws provid
ing for blood tests before marriage and during pregnancy. There is no 
protection for the single man “ built into” the law.



V/bat are the symptoms of venereal disease?

There are five separate venereal diseases, no two of which are alike, 
nor does one venereal disease “ turn into” another. Two venereal di
seases are most prevalent-syphilis and gonorrhea. Syphilis affects men 
and women very much the same way and medically has four stages. Us
ually the syphilis germ enters the body through the skin in or around 
the sex organs, the rectum, or the mouth. The “ primary stage” or the 
first sign of syphilis is a “ sore”  called a chancre (pronounced “ shan- 
ker” ). This “ sore^’ most frequently does not hurt, naking “ sore” an 
inappropriate word. If the chancre is seen, it usually shows up two to 
twelve weeks after the person has caught the disease at the site where 
the germ enters the body. Many times the chancre does not appear at 
all or it may be so small that it goes unnoticed. It may be hidden in
side the rectum, the vagina or the mouth where it cannot be readily seen 
or even felt since it is painless. The chancre may look like a pimple, 
a blister or an open sore. This is full of syphilis germs, permitting the 
disease to be passed along very easily. The person with such a “ sore” 
is dangerous to others exposed.

Soon after the appearance of the chancre, the germs begin to spread 
through the body and the blood “ Wasserman”  test starts to become 
positive. After a couple of weeks, the chancre disappears, even uith- 
out treatment, but this does not mean that syphilis has also disappeared. 
The germs are merely hiding inside the body and increasing in number 
through the «hole body. From two to six months after the person catches 
syphilis, the rash of the “ secondary stage”  may show up. This rash 
may look like a heat rash, the hives or measles. It may cover the bo^y, 
or may be just on the hands and feet. It may appear in the mouth, or at 
the rectum. Since the rash also contains syphilis germs, the disease 
can be spread in this stage by intimate contact such as kissing. Like 
the first chancre of syphilis, the secondary rash will disappear in a 
week or more tvithout any treatment. It is important to know that only
one person in four will dçvelop the secondary rash of syphilis.

-* «
In the majority of syphilis cases,-the chancre is not found and rash 

does not occur. So the disease goes undetected, except for blood tests, 
and yet has | established itself inside the body. If not treated, within . 
two to twenty years, syphilis may begin to attack the heart, brain and 
spinal cord (the late or “ tertiary stage” ). Until these signs occur, 
syphilis has no symptoms and is said to be quiet or in the “ latent 
stage.” During the latent period, a person may feel fine and go along 
for years thinking he is healthy. Uut sooner or later he may become
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blind, insane or crippled, or he may develop heart trouble. Even in the 
later stages of syphilis, treatment will usually arrest the disease, but 
any damage to the body is not repaired-merely the progress stopped or 
slowed.

The symptoms of gonorrhea depend upon the parts of the body in
volved. Gonorrhea of the penis usually, starts with a burning pain on 
urination and a “ tear drop”  of pus from the penis. This usually occurs 
2 to 10 days after intercourse with an infected person and most times 
is relatively easy to detect and diagnose.

On the other hand, gonorrhea of the rectum and gonorrhea of the wo
man’s reproductive organs usually have no symptons until several 
months have gone by. Consequently a man or woman, without any know
ledge of his infection, may spread the disease to his intimate sex part-
ners.

When rectal gononhea does have symptoms it may merely be a moist
ness about the rectum, or some discomfort with bowel movements. Ra
ther seldom, pus or bloody diarrhea may appear; or a person may exper
ience constipation or much pain in or around the rectum, especially 
with bowel movements. Simarly, women someUmes have a discharge, but 
since many'women have discharges anyway, it is not realized that gon
orrhea is  the cause. The disease ordinarily involves the cervix and has 
no specific signs other than discharge until it spreads up through her 
womb and into her tubes. Then she may have much pain and may have 
to be hospitalized for treatment. She may become sterile from scar tis
sue or may need an operation on her tubes which results in sterility.

y/hat are the common names for syphilis and gonorrhea?

Syphilis is commonly called “ bad blood,”  “ siff,” or “ pox.”  Gon
orrhea is comnonly called “ clap,”  “ dose,”  or “ strain.”

What Ore the serious complications of venereal diseases?

Syphilis most frequently causes serious complications, such as in
sanity, paralysis, blindness, deaftiess, heart disease and deatii. It is 
noteworthy though, that syphilis is not a frequent killer but is a great 
incapacitator. Most of the victims linger on in a aippled condition or 
with mental illness until death occurs from some other cause. Gonorrhea 
can cause permanent damage to the sexual organs in men and women, 
sterility, arthritis and blindness.

Wbatsbouldapersondo if be suspects be may have venereal disease?

Immediately seek medical attention-not wait and hope. Every person , 
who is sexually active should have examinations compatible witii the



frequency of sexual activity. Those with very frequent sexual contacts 
should be examined monthly, those with less frequent contacts, every 
few months.

I f a person learns he has been exposed to OnoAer who has venereal 
disease, what should he do?

It is very important to go to a doctor or a health department clinic 
right away when known that a sex contact has a venereal disease. There 
the proper steps will be taken at once, the patient will be treated well 
and the information kept confidential. Self-treatment with pills or oint
ments is dangerous as is treatment by a friend who is not a doctor. Un
licensed “ men’s doctors’’ cannot be relied upon. In instances where a 
person has known contact to an infectious case, it is particularly impor
tant to have treatment imm^ately. This is necessary to prevent frie 
disease from developing in the patient and to prevent the disease from 
spreading during the days, weeks or months before symptoms appear. 
Venereal diseases frequently have no symptoms until reasonably late 
in the infection. The examining doctor may need to verify the infection 
in the sex partner-wbiob venereal disease-in order to manage the pa
tient correctly.

What medical examination is  necessary to  reach a diagnosis?

I cannot stress too strongly that the early stages of syphilis are hard 
to detect, especially when the early signs are hidden within internal 
organs. It is often difficult even for a physician to find the signs lî n- 
less he looks for them intently. For primary syphilis it is important to 
take a scraping from the chancre. By looking under a special micro
scope, called “ the darkfield,’’ the germ may actually be seen and treat
ment started. If the chancre does not appear or has gone away, the only 
way to tell is the bbod test. It is important to remember that the blood 
test may not become positive until a month or longer after the disease 
is caught. In the secondary stage, germs may similarly be found by us
ing the darkfield microscope. By this time the blood test is nearly al
ways strongly positive. later stages of syphilis can be determined by 
spinal tests, by fluoroscopic or X-ray examination and by a thorough 
physical examination to detect heart and nervous changes due to the 
disease. '

Gonorrhea of the penis usually is easily determined by a “ smear”  
test because the drop of pus from the penis is thick with germs. But, 
because the germs may be few and far between and symptoms rare, rect
al and vaginal infpttioos may be difficult even for the doctor to diag
nose. In these cases, the doctor employs a laboratory “ culture”  test

using specimens from the cervix of a woman or the rectttm of the man or 
woman. The germs from this specimen are grown and studied in the bb- 
oratory. Routine tests of this kind on patients who are sexually active 
is  the only certain way to detect presence of the gonorrhea we so fr^  
quently encounter without symptoms. Early detection by this means a- 
voids complications in the patient b ter on and also prevents spread to 
sex contacts. Blood tests are not used to detect gonorrhea.

Hhat are the methods of treatment?

Theroetiiods of treatment are simple. For syphilis, penicillin is given 
so that it remains in the bbod stream two weeks for the early stages 
or for four weeks b  the b te  stages complicated by positive spinal, 
heart or other findbgs. For gononhea, one injection of a sufficient pen
icillin dosage frequently cures gononhea, though sometimes more in
jections are required, particubrly when the disease has been undetect
ed in the body for some length of time. For those who are allergic to 
penicillb, certam other antibiotics can be given effectively, though 
absolute cure is not quite as certab. Important in b e  cure of any ven
ereal disease are follow-up examinations and teste to determbe whe
ther cure has actuaUy been obtabed. Such follow-up requires from one 
to three monbs for gonorrhea and one year to a life-time for syphilis. 
Besides determbing whefter a patient responds to treatment, follow-up 
tests can abo  detect re-bfection.

How much hope can be offered from treatment?

b  gononhea, the disease is quickly cured wibin a monb or two. h  
syphilis, fbding b e  dbease early and treating it early results b  cbse  
to 100% cure. After b e  disease has remabed b  b e  body for a year or 
more, b e  chances of cute are reduced. About 2% of treated syphilis 
will develop b e  serious b te  symptoms if bey are not adequately fol
lowed by medbal exambatbn for b e  rest of beir lives.

Is it true there is  an mcrease in the spread o f venereal disease?
There is no question b a t  b e  actual bcidence of venereal dbease 

has dramaticaUy risen throughout b e  country b  almost every state and 
and in almost every city sb ce  1957. b  general, b e  rates for bfectious 
syphilis have increased by about 400% b  b e  past four years, and con
tinue to rise. In many areas it has been stated b a t  gononhea b  ipore 
common ban  measles. The reason b a t  b e  public is not aware of b e  
latter fact is b a t  people wib measles readily tell be ir friends about 
it, and people wib gononhea do not.

Ilow does the PubUc Health Venereal Disease Program function?



The main public health functions can be broadly classified as med
ical, edidemiologic and educational. In the medical phase, public health 
activities are geared to early case recognition and early treatment of 
known cases. Blood testing programs are carried out where experience 

- has shown a good yield of unknown syphilis cases. Therefore many 
blood testing programs are to be found in certain industries, most gen
eral hospitals, jails, juvenile halls, migrant labor areas and in certain 
neighborhoods where venereal diseases appear to be near epidemic pro
portions. These blood testing programs are additional to the premarital 
and prenatal requirements. Another state law requiring drops to be put 
into the baby’s eyes at birth helps prevent blindness from gononhea.

The most important function of Riblic Health, however, is what we 
call “ epidemiology.”  In this phase of activity, through confidential 
means, we try to locate all known contacts of infectious cases of ve
nereal disease and help them seek medical examination and treatment if 
necessary. When contacts to infectious cases are located, they are in
formed of their exposure, but the name of the person to whom they were 
exposed is not disclosed. Since in most instances persons who have 
been exposed are not aware of any symptoms, it is important that they 
obtain examination and treatment immediately, before the disease “ takes 
hold”  or can be spread to other intimate contacts. For this examination 
and treatment, either the person’s personal physician or public health 
facilities are available.

The main educational activities of public health are directed at young
er age groups who acquire the majority of VD infections, so they will 
know the facts of venereal disease and what to do when they may have 
been exposed. >

How do A e U.S, Public Heal A  Service, A e  Stale Heal A  Department 
and Ae local City and County Health Departments carry out venereal 
disease programs? ^

The Public Health Service mostly provides funds and workers to help 
local and State health departments with the activities outlined above. 
The State Health Departments generally provide consultation and co
ordinate activities. For example, in California, meetings of local health 
department venereal disease workers ate held on a regional basis, so 
that ideas and ptograns can be shared. This is particularly Important 
since venereal ^ s e a s e s  often cross county, state and even internation
al boundaries. A person can be exposed to syphilis in San Francisco 
by another person who goes to Los Angeles where the disease is dis
covered. In California, local city and county health departnlents carry

out the day-to-day personal activities of venereal disease work. This 
consists of work with physicians, hospitals, patients and contacts. Al
ways their goal is finding as many cases and contacts as quickljr as 
possible so they may be examined and treated. Confidentiality is es
sential in these activities. Educational programs are carried out by lo- 
c^l health agencies who often request assistance from the State or Fed
eral Public Health organizations.

/ ' I
Are public bealA facilities open to homosexuals?

They certainly are and it is important to realize that strictest confi
dence is not only provided but is necessary in our work. Every montii 
in California at least a couple of thousand homosexuals avail them
selves of public health facilities. Recently I attended the World Forum 
for Syphilis in Washington, D.C., and there 1 learned that this is not pe
culiar to California. Throughout the nation, many thousands of homo
sexuals are availing themselves of public health venereal disease fa
cilities. As important as knowing your own doctor, we feel everyone 
should get acquainted with the local health department.

What is A e general reaction of homosexuals to public facilities-are [ 
they satisfied wiA Ae service Aey receive? | jj

The vast majority of homosexuals attending facilities are well sat- j

isfied-iest illustrated by the many "satisfied customers” who return |
to clinics without hesitation. Miny sexually active persons come in 
regularly for diagnostic check-ups. Naturally we occasionally have | 
problems with homosexuals as well as with “ straight”  men and women . 
who are unhappy when we find they have gonorrhea of the penis, rectum 
or cervix; or merely unhappy that we know they have been having sex- | 
ual relations for which they need an examination. This, however, is the i 
small minority of patients seen in clinics and I would guess are those 
who “ complain”  to One, h e ., Mattachine and other organizations. The 
fact that Ae vast majority are satisfied is illustrated not only by the 
many patients who intelligently come in every monA or so but also tell 
their friends to come in. I
' Which is preferable, a public health clinic or a private physician?

Whichever is most convenient for Ae patient. If a patient has a per
sonal physician, he should not hesitate to go to him and relate his 
problem to him. If money is a problem in visiting a private physician, 
nxist health departments have clinics available wiAout charge or eip- 
barrassment and where Ae strictest confidence is kept. |

Does Ae health department have any relationship to police agencies?
I



None, except the performance of jail screening examinations. In many 
places, as mentioned above, blood tests and gonorrhea examinations are 
routinely made on jail inmates since we find a considerable number of 
new cases through this eindeavn. However, cases found in this manner 
are not subject to punitive measures but merely ate treated.and cured 
of the disease, strictly as a medical procedure.

There ate rare instances of problems with uncooperative patients 
known to be infected with a venereal disease which they ate spreading 
and they refuse to stop spreading. In these exceptional cases, some
times we’re forced to contact the District Attorney for assistance to re
quire the patient to stop Spreading the disease. This happens not only 
with the venereal diseases, but more commonly happens with tubercu
losis, typhoid fever, diphtheria and otiier communicable diseases when 
the public must be protected from infected persons who refuse to be 
sensible. Plague and smallpox, like the venereal diseases, rarely are 
involved in this manner. It is important to point out that our only con
cern is to prevent disease. In VD work, our success in finding cases 
and contacts in getting examinations and treatment for these contacts 
hinges on confidential information. If we can’t keep the information 
confidential we know we cannot succeed, for it is understandable that 
patients will not be willing to come in if our intent is to do more than 
to keep them well. Our information and program must not in any way 
threaten a patient’s enployment or marital relations, cause police ac
tion or contribute to legal action. As a result, there are several laws 
and regulations in California, as in most other states, which protect 
strict confidentiality of all venereal disease information. There are 
laws which protect the private phyaiiian and his patients as well as 
the health clinics. In addition, since health clinics are public agencies, 
there are additional laws to assure confidentiality on the part of public 
officials and public venereal disease clinics. These laws and regula
tions have highest priority and have been upheld by the courts.

FOREIGN PUBUCATIONS
The Circle (Der Kreii) ^

Published inonihly linee 1932 In French, Geimin, tnd Eniliih (no tttnili* 
lion dupllciiioni> Coniiini photoi, llluittitioni, ind *rc reptodueilens. 
Rolf, editor. Annuel lubterlpiion 111 tin t eliee eeiled. Sink draft or eiih  
to Leiezirkel Der Kreli, Poitfich 547, Ftivmunfter, Zurich 22. Switzerland.

Arcadie
Monthly literary and aeienilllc review In French. A. Raudry, editoti Sub- 
icrlpiloni S9 per year. Addttie 74 Blvd. de Reuilly, P irli XU, Frinee.
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L IT E R A H Y o e e e e
An Informal column of rovlowm of fiction and 
non-fictlon books on thamao of sox variation GENE DAMON

S e v e r a l  a u t h o r s  become quietly reliable inclnders of homosezu il 
themes in their titles. I don’t  refer to thè porv^ors of newsstand tripe- 
but the serious authors such as Frederic I^okosch, Mary Renault, Iris Hin- 
doch and our present subject, James Purdy,

Readers of gay fiction ore familiar with his two short story collections, 
Tbe Color o f DaHmess and Children Is A ll (New Directions, 1957 and New 
Directions, 1962). Botii include excellent homosexual stories.

In 1959, Farrar published Purdy’s first novel, Maicofci, which was re
printed by Avon, I960. It contains explicit but relatively minor references. 
His really major contribution to honnsexual fiction is Tbe Nephew, Farrar, 
i960, Avon, 1963.

Alma and Boyd Mason, unmarried aunt and uncle to the nephew. Cliff, 
have raised and cared for him. He is an orphan. Mien Alma receives a war 
department telegram announcing that Cliff is missing in action, her grief 
causes her to begin to write a memorial of his life. jl

She soon discovers tiiat she knew him less well than ahrost anyone te 
their sleepy little town. Across the street lives «Hard Baker, cosÉdnation 
fop and slob find his “ adopted”  son, Vernon Miller. They are quite clearly 
a homosexual couple and we are treated to their quarrels and reconcUia-
tions on a shady elm tree, small town level.

The boy, Vernon, is a “ captive,”  or is  he? What about his affair (secret, 
of course) with a neighbor woman, is it reaUy an affair? Ahna stumblra 
along looking for clues to Cliff’s life. Why were these two men his only
friends? .

Just as auftor Rirdy has tiie reader convinced of one solution, he intro
duces another possibiUty. Then there is the fire in the, then vacant, ^ m  
of Vernon MUler. The door is locked, and it must be broken down. What 
Alma finds in the room provides the book’s major denouement and I won t
reveal that here^ , . .

Summer is coming, and heat does strange things to the c iv d « ^  imd. 
The hriro of George Sklar’s Tbe Identity o f Dr. Frazier. &opf, 1961« 
ular Ubrary, 1963, feels the heat on a hoUday business Wp to 
the twenty-four hour drunk which introduces fiiis novel, Dr. Fraaer nearly
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ruins his life, looking for his identity.
Dr. Frazier is a successful su rg es , married to a Jew. He is  a g^utile, 

but his colleagues and friends are mostly Jewish. During his drinldng bout, 
reveals strong anti-Semitic emotioos coupled with repressed homosexuality. 
Most of the novel deals with the reactions of his friends and his ^ f e  to 
his anti-Semitic outpourings. However, underneath fliis is  tiie revulsion he 
has created by his sudden intense, sexual preoccupation wiÄ a group of - 
homosexuals, particularly one young Mexican boy.

This is George Sklar’s second book with a strong homosexual theme; ± e  
first was Promismg Young fien. Crown, 1%1, Signet, 1954. 

i  Anger and revulsion are the aftermath of Dr. Frazier’s “ weak moment, 
partly because he is intelligent and much is expected of him.

On the other hand, we have the dumb brute kind of madness when the con
trol of civilization and its accompanying cruelties force the unintelligent 
to react in the only way they understand. For this type of person, there 
should be nothing but pity. Theodora Keogh, another of the reliable au
thors who frequently include homosexuality in their books, has done a re
markable study of one of tiiese people in Tbe Other Girl, London, Neville 
Spearman, 1962.

The novel, in addition to being an excellent major treatment of Lesbian
ism, is  alos a roman a clef. Those who remember the yet unsolved and fa
mous “ Black Dahlia”  murder case will enjoy this novel and its quite be
lievable solution to the case.

Books on the theme can usually be loosely divided between serious stu
dies about respectable people and tripe about the dregs of civilization. 
T ie  Other Girl is a serious novel about the kind of lesbian most of us nev
er meet; or, if we do, we turn awy in shame. Yet she is here presented 
with the understanding needed, and her inarticulate love hod agony am 
beautifully portrayed. ""
S h o r t  n o t e s : The February, 1963, issue of Sbou> magazine contains an 
excellentshort story by Graham Greene entltied “ May We Borrow Your Hus
band?”  Both the “ borrowers”  and the just manied husband are of interest
to readers of gay fiction.

A recent study of the short story by Frank O’Connor, T ie Lately Voice, 
cites three hitherto unrecorded male homosexual short stories. TWo ate by 
D. H. Lawrence: “ Jimmy and the Desperate Woman”  and “ The Shades of 
Spring.”  The first is quite good and the second of debatable interest. BoA 
have been widely anthologized and ate easily available. The tiiird story rs 
called “ An Encounter”  and is in Tbe DubUners. by James Joyce. This is 
also easUy located in your pubUc Ubraty and is a rather chilling story ot 
two boys who skip school, and tire man they meet in a park.

B O O K S  ù t te tté e tti

MORE STARTLING THAN AMUSING

SM IT H  A N D  JO N E S by Nieheic 
by Larry Marvin,

I

I Monaarrat, WllllamSIaana, 1963. Ravtuwud

Two novelists have told the Burgess-McLean story before: Rodney Gar
land in T ie  froMifn/MfoWgi/ani Richard Llewellyn in Mr. Hamsb Cleave. 
,0ne was good, the other poor—both are irifetior to this novel.

Nicholas Moosarrat has taken liberties with the facts and shaped a more 
articulate, artistic, and convincing book.

T Deliberately, we are^not told where Smith and Jones come from, nor to 
what country they transfer their allegiance. They defect suddenly and the 

I security officer who has handled their personnel files in the past is de
tailed to watch them.

The narrator is the security officer, “ Drill Pig,”  so called because he
was an army drill master in tbe past. ^

Ivan Percival Smith is 46, manied 8 years, has no chUdren, and is ho
mosexual. His wife hates him and leaves him in a public scene before the 
desertion. The reason given in the book is that diplomatic wives are s- 

- satisfied for two reasons, either professional or sexual: in both cases she
felt he was “ not rising high enough.”

Peter Paul Jones is 27, unmanied, a small elegant man with a tongue
;  famousfor outrageous and quotable sayings. Despite past 

thocity, including the nurder (accidental) of a man, he has kept his job be- 
"1 cause of friends in high places. He is also, of course, gay.

Rissibly intentionally we ate ffrst made to hate the drill pig
fore the close of the novel we are' forced to pity him. embassy

Soon after separate but simultaneous postings to the same ^ b a . j ,

<M. 1» «m a  p i, ”

!
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aal relationship between the two men. (This accompanies the end of flieir 
popularity in the new country.)

Snith and Jones both elude “ Drill P ig”  in the end-hollow though the 
victory is  for all concerned. The denouement on the last page, announcing 
the city where the various events ocOnr, is  more startling than amusing— 

intentionally so , I am sure.
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tions about sex  and the family.“  
“ One of the ^ ed o m s should be 

the freedom to be a citizen^iist*  
c la ss  and s t i l l  remain unmarried.“  

Before World War II patterns of 
socia l recreation made a secure and 
natural place for the bachelor or the 
mature unmarried woman, “ and now 
quite suddenly,“  he said , “ it  has 
assumed a rigid choreography o f -  
twoness and togethem eea,“

“ So constricting is  this pattern 
of pairing up diet today a s any ma^ 
rlage counsetor can te ll you, ipeat

numbers o f people are getting mar
ried without really wanting to get 
married, and not particularly want
ing to marry the people they marry, 
but simply because marrying is  the 
thing you do for security in our so
c ie ty .“

Expressing anodier conviction. 
Dr. White said , “ Our b i^  divorce " 
rate i s  lea s a sign of die nncb pro
claimed dlslntegradon of the family, 
thane sad byproduct of socia l praa- 
Stties to integrate everybody into 
the pattern itf the family.“
' The fundamental use of freedom, 
be said, is  to challenge inherited 
presnpposltionB.

Dr. White raised the question to 
the graduating seniors “ whether you 
and I are using our freedom to think 
and to say things which must be 
thought and said in our time.“

He told the graduates if they 
thought what he had been saying in

The REVIEW l i  graiehil for new«* 
paper clippings and press cuttings 
received from aii over the U.S. and 
England, sent in by subsctibers teg* 
ulariy. These items help lomeasuf 
ably In keeping themagaaine abreaat 
with what ia going on in Engliah 
speaking countries.

Ali readers are invited to join in 
this service of providing clippings 
of newspaper item  in the sex sphere 
for use in future issues of the m ar 
axine. Please be sure the publica* 
tlon, city and date ate included with 
each clipping submitted.

his speech was inadequate, not to 
stop thinking there. “ Yon are under 
obligation, personally and individ
ually, tosearch the Issues, to weigh 

'your own presuppositions, and to 
come up with something better. Un-

le s s  yon use your freedom, you con
firm your own bondage.”

WHO WAS THAT "DOLL"
ON THE APRIL COVER?

Someone asked us tiiat question, 
so  we thought we should explain. 
The April cover photo was of a Court 
Jester doll, shown just a fraction 
smaller than actual sixe . It was 
made with the actual plaster face 
as shown (some readers thought a 
photograph was snperinposed). 
C lose inspection of the photo re
veals the .texture of the ribbed cot
ton material and the stitching. The 
chain held in the hands is of braid
ed fine wire. But didn’t the face 
have realistic detaii, to be no larg
er thana silverdoUar in actual size?

Í

Cícíí^

MANHOOD ATTAINED
In this Study of young men, by Herbert R. StoRz, M.D., 

and Lois Stoltz, Pti. D., entitled Somatic Development of 
Adolescent B e ^  , ,  ̂ ,

Statistics on dozens of young men include all physical 
developments —  height, vreight, shoulders, arms, legs, et&, 
during this period characterized by the maturation oj the 
entire reproductive system and the onset of tfue manhood.

This rapid physical development is fully revealed by , 
of photos taken at short intervals, capturing fuHy this unique ' 
transition from boyhood to manhood. Variations within age 
groups are also illustrated in a completely authentic, unre-
touched manner. b m L -» -

We have purchased the remaining copies of this 556 page 
book and offer them for only $7.50 each (ofiginelly, pub
lished at $9.00) on a money-back guaranteel Send ^1.00 
with C.O.D. orders.  ̂ ^
FUTURA ROOKS, Dee». 1, 4420 W. Imperial, Inglewood, Calif *
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REVIEW EDITOR: I have noted in var 
ioua pobliahed material, the mention of 
yout aociety and i t t  puiposes.

It is nice to think that there is an o r 
ganization looking at out problem horn 
a realistic point and fighting for a few 
tights which should be ours.

In Toronto, unfortunately, yout socie
ty is literally unheard of, and I must ex
press doubt as to whether the crowd 
even cate leas. The gay life here pre
sents a rather glamourous existence on 
the crust but for anyone who has been 
around in it for sometime, knows how 
difficult it is after the tinsel becomes 
tarnished; thus we find that alcoholic 
consumption fonns much of the existence 
and the best source of contact.

To my way of thinking, it's  about time 
that some of these A.A. candidates crawl 
out of their bottle, accept what they ace 
and do something about it towards pro
moting understanding for out life tod 
themselves.

To look at diem at a dance, you would 
swear they were having the ball of tbalt 
life, yet fuel sit down and talk to them 
for a while and you find moat are tqult- 
tailed up like a rope. It would appear to 
me, that if these people could alt down 
tod diecuss these matteit on an adult 
level, they could be one hell of t  let 
happier.

— It took me seven years of eheei hell 
before I finally knew and wte able to 
accept what I was, Dutini that tlaic, 1 
drifted in and out of gay life, even mat- 
rylng a female in the Inteival )uet to 
prove how aBaight 1 was, yet I wouldn't 
be writing to you if I had been *ble to 
to make It or even could oMke Iti there« 
fore, one tccepta what they cannot change. 
. , , 1  don't wish to give you the Idea that 
I'm some mighty crueader out to change 
the world. The fact ia that I'm a fellow

that's gone through too much for too lit
tle a reason and if I could help some 
kid sdiust one way or the other, then 
maybe I've been of some use to the 
world.. .  -Mr. B.G., Ontario.
REVIEW EDITOR: I feel bad about Mat- 
tachine's financial distress and com
pletely underaiand when you say "Free
dom ia not free." I know the only way I 
can help the Society is to send in my 
dollars. It is a shame to live in the 
richest country in the world and with 
mlUlhna of hemosexuala or people so in
clined and then to find Hanachlne with
out fnnds to operate for such a great hu
man cause.

As you may kaoŵ  New York has so 
many charity organizations along with 
the ehnrches and temples asking for mo
ney. When they approach me I always 
think of Uattachinc. I never give a dime 
to them for they ate not for me or those 
like me, so I am for yon and Mattachlne 
and those like me. I knew yout piogtcaa 
ia alow, but It la only because you peo
ple don't have the mllllona to push a- 
head fastat. New ia the time to push the 
(sane into widar public visw and diao 
fight back. I am alnecto whan I say all 
thU..._M t. C.G., New Yeik. ^

REVIEW EDITORt , . .I n  yent country 
and In minSi people Ilka ms ate ragardad 
as those tobe chaasd from pillar to peat, 
as It la soaMthlag that the public ate 
trying to keep under the mat instead of 
facing fscu  la a sanalbla way. I was 
raised and sducatad ia the NaAatlanda 
where everyone has a fat dlffstaat onw 
leek ea the anbjact, a vary bread out* 
look, wbateaala the U.S.A. aad the U.K. 
bigotry aad piudsty are the master. Ad* 
mlttedly, we have the Welfeaden Report, 
which was merely a waste of time and

paper as It was a foregone conclnsion 
that it would not be acted upon, so we 
ate back where we started.. . -Mr. A.W., 
England.

REVIEW EDITOR: Who said we're geo 
ting more broadminded aa time goes on?

My post office box has been "tapped" 
and I have been interrogated about mail 
received from San Francisco and other 
places.

Please hold forthcoming issues until 
I am in San Francisco this snmmet, when 
I can pick fhem4ip.

We never know such diings can happen 
until they happen CO u s .—Mr. L .P ., F la.
REVIEW EDITOR: . . . I t  is astonishing' 
to me CO heat that persons able to give 
S3;,000 to charity ace unable to give 
gJOO without bodiering to account for it 
on their income tax. Surely they can give 
gSOO-SlO.OO a week and call it " tip "  
money. No, you should not buy those 
wealthy men's excuses. The honest fact 
is that they’ just don't want to give— 
since they obviously can spate glO.OO 
weekly. Get 10 men to give you |10 a 
and gJOOO is always assured.-Mr. T.R., 
California.

OTHER U.S. ORGANIZATIONS WORK
ING IN THE FIELD OP SEX V a r ia n c e

Loa Angeles Mattachlne Society, Inc., < 
806 South Robertson, Los Angeles 35, 
California. OL2-2282*

Daughters of Bilicis, Inc., 1232 Market 
St., San Franciaco2, Calif., UN3-8I96. 

One, Inc., 2236 VCnice Blvd., Los Ap- 
geles 6, California, RES-3232- 

Mactachine Society of New York, I I 33 
Broadway, New York 10, N.Y., WA4-
7743.

Mattachlne Society of Washington, P.O. 
Box 1032, Washington 1, D.C.

Janus Society, 34 South 17th. Street, 
Room 229, Philadelphia 3, Penna. 

Demophil Center, 13 Lindell Place, 
Boston 14. Massachusetts.

Dionysus, P.O. Box 382, Fullerton, 
California.

League for CiVil Education, Inc., 226 
Embarcadero, San Francisco, Calif., 
SUl-8361.

George W. Henry Foundation, Inc., 49 / 
West 29th S t, New York 11, New York.

THERE’S MONEY AVAILABLE-H)R WOMEN ONLY

Applications close Ju ^  15 for the four $75 awards which will be 
given this summer by the Dau^ters of Bilitis from the Blandie M. 
Baker Memorial Scholarship Fund. 1

Each of the four DOB Chapters will handle applicants in its are^. 
Information may be obtained from the San Francisco Chapter, 1232 
Market St., Suite lOB, San Francisco, Calif.: Chicago Chapter, 5065 
North Damen Ave., Chicago, 111.; New York Chapter, P.O. Box 3629, 
Grand Central SUtlon, New York 17, N.Y.; and Los Angeles Chapter, 
P.O. Box 472, Norwalk, California.^

Scholarships are for women 21 years pf age or over. The applicaht 
must be a full-time student, attend an accredited college, university, 
or business or trade school, and must have a "B ”  average. Awards 
will be made on the basis of need.

The Scholarship Fund was established in memory of Dr. Baker to 
further the education of worthy students. Dr. Baker was one of the 
first professional people to recognize the organizations in the homo- 
phlle movement. She stressed the need for educaUon-both of the 
public and the homosexual himself.


